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Directly above each human kidney lies a small yellowish brown organ resembling a 

miniature pancake. They are known as adrenal glands, and they belong to the endocrine system 

of our body. Unlike the other organs of our body, the endocrine glands have no duct or outlet. 

Each adrenal gland consists of two parts—the inner core called the medulla, which 

manufactures adrenalin; and the outer bark termed the cortex, which produces twenty to thirty 

compounds. Although these hormone compounds have long been known and studied, it was not 

until recently that the chemists were able to isolate them and test them therapeutically. 

According to rumor the Germans were injecting their pilots with cortical hormones to 

enable them to fly at high altitudes. This occasioned intensive research on the cortical hormones 

with the marvelous result that cortisone or Compound E was produced. The reason cortisone is 

sometimes called compound E is because it was the fifth hormone to be isolated from the adrenal 

cortex. 

The discoverer of cortisone was Dr. Edward C. Kendall, chief of the biochemical 

laboratories of the Mayo Foundation. His experiments on rats and mice demonstrated that 

cortisone had a marked effect on muscular activity and increased the animals resistance to 

exposure to colds, poisons, and other stresses. 

It was apparent that the Kendall method would require decades to produce sufficient 

compound E for human testing. In 1941 the rumor concerning the German use of cortisone put 

government pressure on Mayo’s group and a group from Merck. In 1948 through the combined 

efforts of these two research staffs, compound E was finally produced in large enough quantities 

to test it on human illness. 

One of the first tests that Mayo made was on a 29 year old woman who was confined to 

bed with a severe case of arthritis. All previous treatments had failed. After only four days of 

cortisone treatment her stiffness disappeared and her appetite was restored. On the eighth day she 

went on a three hour shopping tour without any ill effects. Imagine such startling recovery after 

four years in bed! 

Dr. Hench treated thirteen more arthritis sufferers with the same amazing results. This 

certainly would indicate that cortisone is very effective in opposing rheumatism. However, the 

dosage must be continuous or relapse follows. 

Although it is being produced in increasingly larger quantities, the amount obtainable is 

very small, and thus, insufficient for both research and clinical testing. However one should 

consider the development of penicillin during a period of five years (that nearly unobtainable and 

very expensive antibiotic which today is produced in abundance and reasonable in price), and 

realize the possibilities of increasing the production of cortisone. 
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